In many applications, it is of interest to analyze and recognize phenomena occurring at different scales. The recently introduced wavelet transforms provide a time-and-scale decomposition of signals that offers the possibility of such an analysis. Until recently, however, there has been no corresponding statistical framework to support the development of optimal, niultiscale statistical signal processing algorithms. A recent work of some of the present authors and co-authors proposed such a framework via models of "stochastic fractals" on the dyadic tree. In this paper we investigate some of the fundamental issues that are relevant to system theories on the dyadic tree, both for systems and signals.
Introduction
One of the more recent areas of investigation in multi-scale analysis has been the development of a theory of multi-scale representations of signals 122,241 and tlie closely related topic of wavelet transforms [12,lS,20,13,lS,14,17] . These methods have drawn considerable attention in several disciplines including signal processing because they appear to be a natural way to perform a time-scale decomposition of signals and because examples that have been given of such transforms seem to indicate that it should be possible to develop eficient optimal processing algoritlinis based on these representations. The development of such optimal algorithms-e.g. for the reconstruction of noise-degraded signals or for tlie detection and localization of transient signals of different durationrcqiiires, of course, tlic tlcvclopiiicnt of a corrcspoiitliiig systciii tlicory a i d a tlicory of stocliastic proccsscs a d tlicir cstiiiistion. 'Ylie research prcscnted iii this a d sevcral otlicr papers and rcports [10, 6, 11, 4] has the developnient of this theory as its objective.
Multiscale Representations

Wavelet Trails for iiis
The multi-scale representation [23, 24] As m ---t oc) the approximation consists of a sum of many liiglily compressed, weighted, and shifted versions of tlie function #(z) whose choice is far from arbitrary. In particular in order for the (m + 1)st approximation to be a refinement of the ~ntll, we require that d(z) be exactly representable a t tlie next scale:
4(z) = h(n)4(2z -n ) (2.2) n Furthermore in order for (2.1) to be an orthogonal series, b(t) and its integer translates must form an ortliogonal set. As shown in [13] , h(n) must satisfy several conditions for this and several other properties of the representation to hold. In particular h(n) must be the impulse response of a quadrature mirror filter [13, 26] . The simplest example of such a 4, h pair is the Haar approximation with 4(z) = 1 for 0 5 z < 1 and 0 otherwise, and h(n) = 1 for n = 0 and 0 otherwise. Multiscale representations are closely related to wavelet transforms. Such a transform is based on a single function $(z) that has the property that the full set of its scaled translates { 2m/2$(2mz -n ) } form a complete orthonormal basis for L 2 . In [13] it is shown that 4 and $ are related via an equation of tlie form From the Iwxcding rcimnrks wc sce that we linve s dynamzccd rclatiorisliip bclwccii 1 hc coclIiciciiLs j ( i i i , ti) at oiic scalc aiid tliosc at tlic iicxt scale. Iiidccd lliis rclstionsliip dcrincs a lattice oil llie points ( ? t i , 7 i ) , wlicre ( 
Ilaar representation naturally defines a dyadic tree structure on the points (772, n ) in which each point has two descendents corresponding to tlie two subdivisions of tlie support interval of &(am. -n ) , namcly those of &(2(m+1)z -2n) and &(2("'+')~ -211 -I). This obscrvation provides tlic motivation for tlie developnient of models for stochastic processes on dyadic trees and associated system theory as the basis for a statistical theory of multiresolution stochastic processes.
Hoiiiogeiieous Trees
IIoinogeneous trces, and their structure, have been the subject of some work [1,2,9,15,8] in the past on which we build and which we now briefly review. A homogeneous tree 7 of order q is an infinite acyclic, undirected, connected graph such that every node of 7 has exactly ( q + 1) branches to other nodes. Note that q = 1 corresponds to the usual integers with the obvious branches from one integer to its two neighbors. The case of q = 2, illustrated in Figure 1 , corresponds, as we will see, to the dyadic tree on which we focus in this paper. In 2-D signal processing, it would be natural to consider the case of q = 4 leading to a pyramidal structure on the indexing set of the 2-D processes.
Isometries. The tree 7 has a natural notion of distance: d(s, i) is the number of branches along the shortest path between the nodes s , t E 7 (by abuse of notation we use 7 10 denote both the tree and its collection of nodes). One can then define the notion of an isometry on 7 which is simply a one-to-one map of 7 onto itself that preserves distance. For the case of q = 1, the group of all possible isometries corresponds to translations of the integers ( t I-+ t + k), tlie reflection operation ( t H -t ) , and concatenations of the two.
For q >_ 2 the group of isometries of I is significantly larger and more complex. The following classification of isometries may be found in [9] : L e m m a 2.1 (classification of isometries) Given an isoinelry f of the homogeneous tree 7, three cases are possible, namely: Once we have distinguished this boundary point, we can identify a partial order on 7. In particular note that from any node 2 there is a unique path in the equivalence class defined by -CO (i.e. a unique path from t "towards" -CO).
'l'hcii if wc t:iItc aiiy two iiotlcs s ;~ritl 1, Llicir patlis to -CO iiiust d i l h oiily by a hiLe iiuinber of points and tlius iiiusl meet at some node which we denote by s A 2 (see Figure 1) . Tlius, we can define a notion of relative dislance of two nodes to -CO:
so that s j t ( ''s is a t least as close to -CO as t") if 6(s, t ) 5
0.
This also yields an equivalence relation on nodes of T :
For example, the points s, v , and U in Figure 1 are all equivalent. The equivalence classes of such nodes are referred to as horoc y d e s . These equivalence classes can best be visualized as in Figure 2 by redrawing the tree, in essence by picking the tree u p at -CO aiid letting tlie tree "liaiig" frolii this bouiidary poiiit. In this case the liorocyclcs appear as points on the same horizontal level and s 5 t means that s lies on a horizontal level above or at the level oft. Note that in this way we make explicit the dyadic structure of the tree. With regard to multiscale signal representations, a shift on the tree toward -CO corresponds to a shift from a finer to a coarser scale and points on the same horocycle correspond to tlie points s r: t * S ( S , t ) = 0 (2.6) a t different translational shifts in the signal representation at a single scale.
Translations. Translations will play an important role in the definition of stationarity. Translations certainly should be isometries of the third class according to lemma 2.1. However, for the sequel, we shall need primitive translations encoding "moving away from -&' , i.e. the counterpart of the sliift operator t on Z. Tlicse are defined as follows:
1. select an infinite path (tn)nEz. originating from -00, call it the skelelon of the Lraiislation, 2. denote by sn the unique point outside the skeleton such that d(s,, t n ) = 1 3. denote by xt the semi infinite dyadic tree with root S , composed of the semi infinite paths originating a t s , and moving away from -CO 4. then the translation with skeleton (t,) is the unique isometry 7 such that (cf. 
System theory and realization
In this section, we investigate some aspects of system theory for the notion of transfer function introduced in the preceding section. IIere we consider "general" (not necessarily stationary) transfer functions; statioiiary systems will be studied in Seclion 3. We shall see tliat tlie theory of general trailsfer functions is related to realizatioii theory for automata [7] rather than linear system theory even though we are considering linear operators on signals. [71: As a corollary, we know that all minimal realizations are related by similarity transformations.
Tlieorem 3.1 S is realizable if and O~I J if X ( S ) has finite raiik. Moreover, the dimension of minimal realizations equals this rank, i.e. S = C ( I -EA, -FA@)-' B where the diiiieiisions of A, and Ap equals the rank of X ( S ) .
BY writing A, = coefficient of w in
( I -EA, -p~p ) -l ,
3.3
The above procedure has to be modified for this case. Consider lhe space 6)~ spanned by the monomials $ of degree 5 2 k . Recall that Za + Fpy 1 so that the Family of these monomials is not a basis of Wk. However, it is easily checked that _monomials with degree exactly equal to 2k form a basis 
s is realizable if and only if ST in ( I ) is realizable.
If (C, A,, Ap, B ) is a minimal realization of St then ( C , A u , Ap,B@k) is a minimal realization of S.
where IwI denotes Ihe total degree of w.
Let us introduce the following stationary primitive transfer func lions:
cation is possible.
= F + P (4.6)
The realization procedure for the k-depth case is:
3. Construct tlie minimal realizatioiis:
These two operators generate two semi-groups. The action of these semi-groups is depicted in Figure 5 : 'J is a "backward" shift towards -co whereas y is a "forward-and-average" shift (the "IIaar smoother"). Using these operators, formula 
Given a denote by T its action on signals defined by r(y)t = y,(t).
Of by abuse Of notation' we 
More on primitive trailslations
I t will be convenient to re-encode the dcfinitiori of priinitive trailslations using the shift operators on 7. Let 1' = {tn},,EZ be the skeleton of the considered primitive translation denoted by q, and denote by s,, the unique point outside the t/1, = t-,
We have the following result:
A nice consequence of formula (4.3) is that the family of powers of primitive translations is a senai-group. 
Characterization of stationary traiisfer
rr 0 V' = &I
k,1>0
Realization of stationary transfer functions
Both formulae (4.7) and (4.10) may be interpreted as standard 2D-transfer functions that are causal in the two variables. Hence standard 2 0 realization theories may be applied to both cases. We shall briefly investigate the two cases.
Noli causal transfer functions. If we interpret 7 as tlie row operator and 'J as the column operator, then it is natural to consider the row-by-row scanning to define a total ordering on the 2 0 index space. This corresponds to decomposing the transfer function S according to the following two steps:
1. a bottom-up (i.e. fine-to-coarse) smoothing, followed 2. a top-down (i.e. coarse-to-fine) propagation. where P = PlP2. The first two equations define a purely "anticausal" process, whereas the last third equations define a causal zero depth process.
Causal traiisfer functions. Here we interpret the sequence as the powers of the row operalor and 7 as the column operator. Then again we consider the row-by-row scanning to define a total ordering of the 2 0 index space. Tliis correspoiids to dccoiiiposing tlie lrailslcr fuiiclioii S accordiiig to the following two stcps:
1. a smoothing along the considered liorocycle (i.e. con-2. a top-down (i.e. coarse-to-fine) propagation. stant scale smoothing), followed by 2D-system theory for systems having separable denominator [3] may again be applied here. Rational transfer functions in this latter case are of the following form [21] (4.14) . This ARMA form includes as a special case the AR modeling filters for "isotropic" processes studied in [6, 5, 4] .
Stationary stochastic processes
To simplify the presentation, we concentrate here 011 scalar proccsscs. The following theorem shows that this definition of stationarity for processes is consistent with that of stationarity for transfer functions: where U, is a 2m x 2m-matrix whose entries are 1. It is then easy to show that the eigenvectors of Cy are the discrete Ifaur Ousis, cf. [4,10] for 1110rc clctails.
Conclusion
In this paper we developed a system theory on the homogeiieous dyadic tree as a possible foundation for a multiscale system ilieory. We have shown that tlie homogeneous tree possesses strange geometric properties that have the following consequences: the double role played by the classical ztraiisforiii, iianiely 1-encodiiig transfer function and 2-deliniiig stationarity, is split over two different objects -the shifts to encode transfer functions (these are not isometries), and tlie translations to define stationarity (these are not easily expressed via shifts)-. We sketched two system theories that emphasized on each of these two diflerent objects. Finally a notion of stationary stochastic processes has been introduced. 
